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INTRODUCTION: STARTING UP IN A HEAVILY 

REGULATED GAMING MARKET

About nQube

➢Our story

➢AI: reality vs. marketing buzz

➢Qubist: AI-driven optimization technology

➢Current uses, applications outside of gaming

➢Development of Reel AI: AI-driven slot floor optimization

GiGse 2017 Launchpad experience and forward

➢A pivotal moment for us

➢Trials and tribulations – a year of continuous and ongoing 

development



PILOT PROGRAM, FUTURE, ETC.

➢Pilot program, deliverables, and results

➢What does an operator get out of our technology?

➢Where are we in the pilot program?

➢Other applications of our AI in gaming

➢Customer segmentation for marketing campaigns and 

promotions

➢VIP identification using neural networks

➢Closing thoughts: what can the casino industry do to 

encourage innovation?



NQUBE’S STORY -- ORIGINS

2002:

➢Jason was a post-doctoral 

fellow with the National 

Research Council of Canada 

testing his astrophysical 

theories on large, complicated 

astronomical data sets

➢Can’t make any progress on a 

particularly difficult problem 

using standard methods

➢Creates an early ancestor of 

the AI code that would 

eventually become Qubist



NQUBE: VERSION 1 → NQUBE TECHNICAL 

COMPUTING CORP

➢2007

➢nQube Technical Computing Corp.

➢Sort of a “container” for intellectual property to separate 

Qubist development from research at the University of 

Manitoba, where Jason was already a prof (2004-present)

➢nQube not very commercial during this period. Productive 

university collaborations in science, engineering and 

medicine.



NQUBE: VERSION 2 → NQUBE DATA SCIENCE

2014 – 2015

➢Stasi comes on board and starts to aggressively search for 

commercial opportunities for Qubist

➢Company is renamed “nQube Data Science”

➢Finds the slot floor optimization problem: perfectly suited for our 

existing technology

✓ Gigantic optimization problem

✓ Vast amounts of high-quality data

✓ Opportunities for commercialization



IMPACT OF GIGSE LAUNCHPAD

➢2015 – 2016:

➢Prior to GiGse 2017, we were developing slot floor theories in the 

absence of data.

➢Artificial data is OK, but it can only take you so far.

➢2017 – present:

➢GiGse led to us getting our first real data!

➢Initial theory could not explain some data features (expected)

➢After a year of R&D, and 10 refinements of the theory, we now fit 

real data to exquisite accuracy: 1% -1.5% error

Insight: Individual players are chaotic, but player segments are 
remarkably predictable



QUBIST ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

➢Only A.I.-guided evolutionary optimization system in the world.

➢Established, documented, proven technology – constant R&D since 

2002 and many peer reviewed publications.

➢Application to casino industry is new.

➢Same underlying code used in astrophysics, cancer radiation 

treatment planning, optimization of algorithmic trading strategies in 

finance, etc.



AI – REALITY VS. MARKETING BUZZ?

➢What is AI anyway?

➢What isn’t AI?

➢Why not all AI applications are equal. 



AI – SEPARATING REALITY FROM MARKETING 

BUZZ

➢What is AI anyway?

➢Generally speaking, any algorithm that does things that humans are 

normally good at, and classic computer algorithms are not.

➢Machine learning is a subset: some algorithms can learn from data 

without being explicitly programmed to solve the problem at hand.

➢ Recent deep learning algorithms fall into this category, but many other 

techniques do also.

➢What isn’t AI?

➢ “Classic” kinds of statistical analysis

➢Fancy visualizations of raw or processed data on their own

➢When software requires a human to interpret processed data to make 

decisions



NOT ALL AI IS EQUAL

➢AI is a huge field, and there are many kinds.

➢Simply stating that a product uses AI or machine learning 

(ML), without including additional details, is a nearly 

meaningless statement

→ Possibly marketing buzz to take advantage of a hot field?

➢Some good question to ask:

➢What is the product doing that would normally, or has historically, 

require a human? (If nothing, then definitely not AI/ML.)

➢Can something similar be accomplished using normal statistical 

methods? (If a good statistician could solve the problem in Excel, be 

suspicious.)

➢Does it rely heavily on a human user to visually interpret the results, or 

make decisions? (Sounds like Human Intelligence, not AI.)



A SIMPLE EXAMPLE:

K-MEANS CLASSIFICATION

➢Humans are very good at classifying things.

➢Classical computer algorithms are not.

➢Normal statistical methods usually aren’t concerned with 
automating classification.

➢K-means is automatic, and “learns” from data, without much human 
intervention.  It does not require visualization for a human to 
interpret the results.

➢K-means classification could be regarded as a very simple AI method.

➢A product that uses K-means is not explicitly lying if it makes the claim that 
it is based on AI.

➢However, this would be deceptive marketing: K-means is a trivial algorithm 
that a competent programmer could implement in 20 minutes.

More later on why k-means is not a good choice for data 

segmentation



BUYER BEWARE

➢Stating that a product uses AI or machine learning, without 

specifying the type, is not helpful

➢“AI” on the label doesn’t mean that it’s good. It doesn’t imply 

that it’s bad. It doesn’t mean much of anything on its own.

➢The K-means example is a 

simple but illustrative one.  

There are other algorithms 

that would be in more of a 

grey area.

➢Always ask what kind of AI or 

ML, and determine if it is 

suitable.



WHAT IS QUBIST?

➢A massively powerful, parallel, new kind of evolutionary 

computing algorithm

➢Uses principles inspired by biological evolution to solve very difficult 

data modeling and optimization problems

➢Evolution is “guided” by a pair of artificial intelligence systems

1. Linkage-learning AI: learns the mathematical structure of a large problem 

and finds ways to partition it into a set of smaller problems – essentially the 

“divide & conquer” strategy used by humans.

2. Auto-adaptation AI: Qubist studies its own performance and learns to 

improve its optimization strategy

➢ Allows Qubist to solve much bigger problems than could be solved otherwise.

➢Qubist is still under active development today.



QUBIST AI PLATFORM

➢Qubist can solve a wide array of data-modelling or 

optimization problems

➢Each Qubist application is a customized “plug-in” component, which 

loads problem-specific data and specifies the model to be optimized.

➢Each plug-in is able to leverage the Qubist interface, optimization 

engine, embedded parallel computing, and visualization capabilities

➢Accelerates development time by eliminating the need to create these 

features.

➢We can create new Qubist applications fast.



QUBIST ACADEMIC APPLICATIONS

Applications in astrophysics:

➢Magnetic fields in star forming regions

➢ Galaxy modeling software.

➢Modeling of gravitational lenses.

➢ Deriving system temperatures of 

multi-element radio telescopes.

Applications in medical physics:

➢ PARETO: experimental cancer 

radiotherapy treatment planning.

➢Qubist AI achieves target dose 

to tumours while minimizing 

dose to surrounding healthy 

tissues.



QUBIST IN GAMING AND FINANCE

➢Slot floor optimization: What is the best mix of machines to put on 

the floor, and where should they be placed, to maximize theoretical 

win (or other financial objective).

➢Segmentation optimization: What is the best way to segment a 

database?

➢Strategy optimization: What is the best strategy to deploy for a 

problem?

➢Financial trading strategies (nQube’s other core business)

➢Marketing strategies.  What is the best reinvestment percentage 

for each market segment, how do you time offers, etc?

➢Fly-in VIP strategies: which customers do you select for a fly-in 

program?



QUBIST IN FINANCE

➢Outside of gaming, nQube operates primarily in finance

➢Strategy optimization for futures trading

➢AI optimizes trading strategies that maximize profit and control risk

➢B2B: Work with trading firms that are active in global capital markets

➢Currently working with futures (interest rate derivatives) traded on the 

Montreal Exchange. Other deals pending.

➢R&D in treasury optimization and manufacturing.



REEL AI – SLOT FLOOR OPTIMIZATION

➢What is the best mix of 

machines to maximize 

profits?

➢What the best spatial 

arrangement of slot 

machines to maximize the 

performance?

➢Based on advanced 

mathematics + in-house 

developed AI methods.

➢Can accommodate any constraints required by the operator: maximum 

number of new assets or moves, or constraints on machine locations.

➢ Only solution for total optimization of the slot floor



REEL AI – ORIGINS

➢2010 thesis from UNLV

➢Found by Stasi in 2015

➢ Introduced simple, linear methods for slot floor optimization

➢Demonstrated 5.65% uplift in win by optimizing mix of machines.

➢Our more sophisticated models can easily achieve ~double this uplift.



SLOT FLOOR PHYSICS

➢Looks a lot like statistical physics

➢Equations are a natural consequence of a few simple and 

highly believable assumptions

➢nQube is happy to share our mathematical model with 

operators, under NDA.  

➢However, the equations are very difficult to solve and even 

harder to optimize.  Requires our advanced AI methods 

SECRET FORMULAS

or

PROPRIETARY MATH

Reel AI is based on a new 

theoretical framework for players 

interacting with a slot floor



INPUTS – WHAT DATA DO WE REQUIRE?

➢Player tracking data (“event” data or “session” data)

➢Machine properties

➢Machine ID numbers correlated to sites on the map.

➢Game, denomination, theme, hold, etc.

➢Floor map matched to machine IDs

❖ No data processing is required by the property.  Raw, 

unprocessed data is preferred

❖ No identifiable player information is required

❖ Absolute coin-in is not required – arbitrary scaling is OK



HOW THE SOFTWARE WORKS IN PRACTICE

1. Preprocessing of historical data:

➢Time on device, coin-in, and theoretical win for each player 

segment, and for each machine on the floor, broken into 

~30 min intervals.

2. Optimize segmentation of machines into types:

➢Finds optimal way to place machines in groups that have 

similar behavior

➢Possible segmentation properties are quantities like 

denomination, theme, manufacturer, cabinet type, hold, etc.

➢More on segmentation optimization later…



HOW THE SOFTWARE WORKS IN PRACTICE

3. Fit a mix model:

➢Use Qubist to fit a mix model to historical data. (no spatial 

effects at this stage) 

➢Qubist learns how each player segment utilizes each 

machine segment over different “busyness” conditions

4. Either:

a) Optimize the mix: Freeze the model and optimize the 

number of machines in each segment to maximize Theoretical 

Win (or any other desired performance metric).

b) Fit and optimize spatial model: Calculate the number of 

machines in each segment and their locations to maximize Win.



INSIGHTS FROM REEL AI

Reel AI matches machine segments to player segments.

➢We segment players by ADT + other demographics if available.

➢Reel AI learns how player segments utilize the floor, and how 

their interests match the available selection of slot titles.

When a floor is not optimal:

 Money is left on the table when player interest outstrips 

availability of a particular machine category.

 On the other hand, assets are poorly utilized when the 

availability of a particular machine type exceeds player interest.

☺ The best slot mix is one that is optimally matched to player 

segments, over a wide range of conditions.

☺ Finding such an optimal mix is challenging, but doable.



REEL AI – FUNDAMENTAL INSIGHTS

➢Reel AI finds and takes advantage of hidden efficiencies

➢ It does not shuffle money from one side of your floor to the other.

➢By improving efficient utilization of resources, it allows your slot floor to 

effectively function like a larger floor with greater variety of titles.

➢Market saturation effects

➢Software understands how machine performance decreases when 

multiple copies of the same machine are added to the floor

➢Reel AI discovers trends in play by each player segment. For 

each slot machine

➢Understanding trends = opportunity.  Trends exist at ~10% level.

➢We anticipate how player interests will change, and predict which 

machines will increase/decrease in performance



➢Spatial effects on performance:

1. Location of a slot machine in a region

2. Position on a bank of machines.

3. Location relative to casino features (entrances, bars, 

table games, major walkways, etc.).

4. Player clustering – some players prefer busy 

environments, while others prefer isolated areas.

➢Software separates out these effects and can display them 

separately → INSIGHT MAPS.

SPATIAL EFFECTS



MOVIE OF SLOT FLOOR OPTIMIZATION



INSIGHT MAPS – REGION EFFECTS

Something 

is wrong 

with these 

regions.  

Investigate.

Performance 

boost observed in 

this region



INSIGHT MAPS – BANK EFFECTS

Performance 

boost observed 

due to location 

on carousels 

and end 

positions for this 

data set



INSIGHT MAPS – SPATIAL EFFECTS

➢ Performance is 

affected by 

proximity to 

major casino 

features: table 

games, 

entrances, bars, 

etc.

➢ The positive 

impact of table 

games is 

obvious.



TRACKING THE OPTIMAL CONFIGURATION

➢Business conditions change due to seasonality and/or long 
term trends

➢Player demographics and preferences change

➢New machines are introduced and old ones are 
decommissioned

➢We can track trends and “tune” the solution every 1-3 
months to maintain optimality



DELIVERY OF OPTIMIZED FLOOR 

RECOMMENDATIONS

Deliverables:

1. Report + spreadsheet showing changes and impact to the 

slot floor.

2. Interactive solution explorer – a small software user 

interface with pre-loaded map and optimal floor 

configurations.

3. Recommendations for new purchases.



INITIAL PILOT PROGRAM RESULTS



TRIAL PROGRAM

➢Aim is to test AI slot floor optimization in:

➢Small (approx. 250 machines);

➢Medium (approx. 1500 machines); and

➢Large (2500+ machines) land-based casino properties.

We expect:

➢Optimization of mix will result in large uplift regardless of size

➢Medium/large casinos will benefit most from spatial 

optimization



CASE STUDY (ANONYMIZED PILOT PROGRAM 

RESULTS)

➢For any solution shown (blue dots), no solution is possible with 

higher projected uplift, without also requiring more changes.

➢ Not quite real data, but 

anonymized results shown 

are similar to real results 

from a small casino.

➢ Each blue dot represents 

an alternative, optimized 

configuration. Any dot can 

be selected to produce a 

spreadsheet of suggested 

changes.



CASE STUDY (~12% UPLIFT)

➢Per machine average coin-in and win are calculated for both the 
current slot floor mix, and the optimized mix.

➢We show results now, and projected into the future.



CASE STUDY (~12% UPLIFT)

➢Best machines have high Win and are trending upward.

➢Worst machines have below average Win and are trending downward.

➢Non-intuitively: populating the floor with only the best machines results 

in poor performance overall due to market saturation.

☺ Best

Worst
Too many of 
this segment →

Get more of this 
segment →

Changes for each machine segment Trend analysis



OTHER APPLICATIONS OF QUBIST

AI PLATFORM IN GAMING



NEW METHOD FOR AI-DRIVEN SEGMENTATION

➢Reel AI required us to invent a powerful new method for doing 

segmentation

➢Many possible machine properties that we could segment on:

➢Common discrete properties: Game type, theme, manufacturer, model, 

title (or title keywords), cabinet type, number of reels, denomination, etc.

➢Other qualitative discrete properties: Style, dominant color, etc.

➢Ranges of continuous properties: hold, volatility

➢Which are the most important properties to choose for 

segmentation?

➢For continuous properties, how many ranges should you 

choose, and what bounds?



AI SEGMENTATION OPTIMIZATION

➢An optimal segmentation strategy

1. Minimizes variability of some quantity of interest within segments

2. Keeps the total number of segments to a minimum

➢The best solution balances goals 1 and 2, intelligently 

choosing segmentation properties that keep the variability 

within segments low, for a reasonable number of segments.

Qubist AI can find the best segmentation strategy.

Can be used for ANY segmentation problem.



AI SEGMENTATION OPTIMIZATION FOR REEL AI

➢Qubist determines all 

possible optimal 

segmentations 

simultaneously

➢Balances the trade-offs 

between the number of 

segments and the 

segmentation error

➢For any point shown, can’t 

decrease error (variation within a 

segment) without adding 

segments



SEGMENTATION VS. CLASSIFICATION

Segmentation is not the same as classification.

➢K-means and other classification methods can find natural 

groupings (classes) in data

➢Such groupings have often been interpreted as segments.

Looks good at first, but there are serious problems.



PROBLEMS WITH K-MEANS FOR 

SEGMENTATION

➢Problems with k-means:

1. Must arbitrarily choose the number of classes, from the start. 

2. K-means fundamentally combines properties that are different, 

which introduces arbitrary scaling of properties.

➢e.g. Slot machines: Theme, denomination, and hold

➢e.g. Marketing: Age, sex, location, historical spending

K-means implicitly requires arbitrary choices, and the 

solution depends strongly on your choices.  This is not good.

New Qubist AI method does not suffer from these problems.



WHAT’S NEXT?

➢Completion of Reel AI slot floor optimization trial program

➢Results will determine the value to the industry.

➢ Initial results show:

➢Model works very well: 1%-1.5% error on real data.

➢Mix models have astonishing impact –10% uplift seems easy to achieve

➢New product: Qubist AI segmentation for promotions and 

marketing campaigns

➢Powerful new tool, ready for real-world testing

➢Combine with nQube strategy optimization methods

➢e.g. What is the optimal customer segmentation, and the optimal 

marketing or offer reinvestment strategy within segments (reinvestment 

percentage, timing of offers, etc.)?



Player ID Number Likelihood of VIP 
conversion

0058F32 12.01%

00987K1 1.70%

00486Q6 62.30%

00186D9 4.01%

R&D: USING DEEP LEARNING NEURAL 

NETWORKS TO IDENTIFY EARLY VIP BEHAVIOR

➢Neural networks can identify early indicators of VIP play behavior.

➢Combines supervised learning (training on input-output pairs) and 
unsupervised learning (searches for hidden patterns in data).

➢Output is a list of players and probability of conversion to VIP status. 

➢ Information can be used to push promotions to encourage conversion.

Promising early results. 
Ready in ~3-6 months.



SOME THOUGHTS ON DRIVING INNOVATION 

IN THE CASINO INDUSTRY

➢Major innovation often comes from cross-pollination with other 

fields.

➢e.g. nQube’s approach is based on a depth of knowledge and 

experience in math, computer science, and physics.

➢The culture of the casino industry was welcoming and open to 

new ideas.

➢However, data science requires real data to test ideas, and 

our single largest obstacle was the considerable challenge of 

obtaining data during the early days of our R&D. 

➢Exposure from GiGse LaunchPad solved this problem 

(thanks!)



DRIVING INNOVATION

➢Obviously, your data is sensitive.  But…

➢The casino industry, or individual casinos, can attract outside 

innovators by finding a way to make samples of various kinds 

of anonymized data sets more readily available.

➢This can be done with minimal time investment by the 

community, without compromising sensitive information

➢No personally identifiable information required

➢No identification of casino source necessary

➢Scaling of financial data is probably OK for most R&D

➢Non-current data is probably OK.

So, why not?



-QUESTIONS?-

Innovation is the future. 

Help make it happen!


